Core-shell Au nanoparticle formation with DNA-polymer hybrid coatings using aqueous ATRP.
We report here a direct surface-grafting approach to forming DNA-containing polymer shells outside of Au nanoparticles using aqueous atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). In this approach, DNA molecules were immobilized on Au particles to introduce ATRP initiators on the surface. The same DNA molecules also acted as particle stabilizers through electrostatic repulsion and allowed particles to stay suspended in water. The immobilized ATRP initiators prompted polymer chain growth under certain conditions to form thick polymer shells outside of the particles. The formation of DNA-polymer hybrids outside of Au nanoparticles was characterized using absorption spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering (DLS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and gel electrophoresis. The presence of thick polymer shells improved particle stability in high ionic strength media, whereas particles with the DNA coating only aggregated. A visible color difference between these two particle solutions was clearly observed, providing the basis for DNA sensing in homogeneous solutions.